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Quick Start Guide 

Teaching Parish Commitments: 
Commitment 1:  Completion of the Learning Agreement – you can start right now. Discern the 

opportunities and discuss them with your TTPP Pastor or his assistant. Completing the form, check the 

part: “Send me an email receipt of my responses” to have your own copy and to share it with your pastor. 

You can change your responses if you need to. Make sure to have this form filled before the end of 

September. 

Commitment 2: Attend Sunday Masses, including greeting and hospitality events, on any Sunday. You 

can serve as a greeter, checking the temperature, sign-up list, or sanitizing hands – this is a great help to 

many parishes and your opportunity to meet and greet. You can stay after Mass to help with cleaning and 

sanitizing the area. 

Commitment 3:  Involvement in a scheduled Ministry Commitment on appropriate days. (For example RE, 

Youth Group, Adult Faith Formation, RCIA, etc.)   

Commitment 4:  Participate in two Mentoring Pastor Sessions per semester. 

Commitment 5:  Participate in two Parish Committee Meetings per semester. 

Checklist for August and September 

➢ Meet with the parish committee onsite or via media they use. Schedule your meetings for the rest 

of the year. 

➢ Use the parish profile form found on Teams (Files). 

➢ Meet with your pastor. Schedule your meetings for the rest of the year. 

➢ Complete your Learning Agreement before the end of September. Forward a final copy to your 

TTPP Pastor.  

➢ Don’t forget: Enjoy the process! TTPP is an exciting opportunity giving you a chance to practice 

what you learn and prepare you for the future.  

Learning Agreement Form 
Your Learning Agreement Form is available for you on Teams. On the list of your teams, choose option: 

“Join Team” and use the following code: csemunz 

After submission, your form is available for your Formation Advisor, Formation Office Administrative 

Assistant (Dorothy Riley), and TTPP Office.  

Don’t forget to send the final copy to your TTPP Pastor. 
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Venerable Augustus Tolton 
“Venerable Fr. Augustus Tolton was born into slavery in 1854 on a plantation near Brush Creek, Missouri. 

Before the end of the Civil War, his mother, Martha, fled slavery with her three children and settled in 

Quincy, Illinois. There, he was encouraged to discern his vocation to the priesthood by diocesan and 

Franciscan priests. However, he was denied access to seminaries in the United States after repeated 

requests, so he pursued his education in Rome at what is now the Pontifical Urbanian University. Tolton 

was ordained for the Propaganda Fidei Congregation in 1886, expecting to become a missionary in Africa. 

Instead, he was sent to be a missionary in his own country, the USA, and returned to Quincy, IL. 

 

After facing unbearable discrimination and racist taunts from local priests, he accepted Archbishop Patrick 

Feehan’s request to minister to black Catholics in the Archdiocese of Chicago in 1889. Tolton spearheaded 

the building of St. Monica Church for black Catholics and worked tirelessly for his congregation, even to 

the point of exhaustion. On July 9, 1897, he died during a heatwave at the age of 43. He was known for 

persevering against all odds in pursuit of his calling and quietly devoted himself to his people, despite 

great difficulties and setbacks.” 1 

 

By dedicating this program to The Servant of God, Venerable Fr. Augustus Tolton, and by asking his 

patronage and blessing on this work. Fr. Tolton serves as an enduring witness of contemporary 

martyrdom despite rejection, persecution and prejudice. His mission never wavered, and his life and 

suffering were uncompromisingly united to Jesus Christ. While Venerable Tolton’s life and legacy 

continues to challenge all the faithful, his life especially gives witness to contemporary seminarians and 

priests to live a life of self-lessness and martyrdom for the sake of Jesus Christ and for those most 

suffering. As a true beacon of hope for the hidden and mistreated in our world, Venerable Fr. Tolton calls 

us to a deeper, more authentic transformative life and work united with Christ.  

 

“O God, we give you thanks for your servant and priest, Father Augustus Tolton, who labored among us in 

times of contradiction, times that were both beautiful and paradoxical. His ministry helped lay the 

foundation for a truly Catholic gathering in faith in our time. We stand in the shadow of his ministry. May 

his life continue to inspire us and imbue us with that confidence and hope that will forge a new 

evangelization for the Church we love.” 2 Amen.  

 

Venerable Fr. Tolton, pray for us 
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Rationale for the Tolton Teaching Parish Program as a Pastoral Dimension 

The Tolton Teaching Parish Program of Mundelein Seminary places all seminarians in long-term parish 

assignments to become immersed and skilled in the Pastoral needs of the parish communities. It does not 

replace the Spring Pastoral internship or the Pastoral Year as required by various dioceses. However, 

seminarians of the Archdiocese of Chicago can generally expect to be assigned to their Teaching Parishes 

for their Pastoral Internships. When this is the case, they should continue to participate in meetings with 

their Parish Committee during the internship. They also should follow the assigned curriculum for the 

Pastoral Internship Program as administered by the Director of the Pastoral Internship.  

Parish Assignments:  

● Tolton Teaching Parishes within the Archdiocese of Chicago are selected by the Coordinator of the Tolton 
Teaching Parish Program in consultation with the Executive Secretary of the Priest Placement Board and 
the Office of the Vicars for Priests.  These offices of the Archdiocese of Chicago assist the seminary in 
determining the fitness of a given parish for seminarian placement. 

● The Coordinator makes the Teaching Parish seminarian assignments in discernment with the Formation 
Advisor, and other teaching parish team members, along with the Dean of Formation and Rector. These 
are approved by the Rector and Dean of Formation of Mundelein Seminary. 

● Teaching Parish selections and seminarian placements in other dioceses (Joliet, Rockford, Gary) are made 
in consultation with their respective Vocation Directors and Diocesan Bishops. 

● Once a seminarian is assigned to his Teaching Parish, the expectation is that he will remain at that same 
assignment for the remainder of his years of seminary formation at Mundelein.  Serving in the same 
parish year after year affords the seminarian the opportunity to build important and life-giving ministerial 
relationships. 

● In very rare circumstances, however, Teaching Parish assignments can be altered.  Changing assignments 
should always be considered as a “last option” after all other options have been tried.  All such changes 
begin with the Coordinator and Teaching Parish team and are to be approved by the Rector.  

I. Program Objectives and Overview 
The goals of the Teaching Parish Program are: 

● To cooperate in the overall goals and objectives of the seminary to form candidates into the 

image of Christ, who is teacher, priest and shepherd as holy, happy men of God.  

● To provide a means by which seminarians can integrate all four dimensions of seminarian 

formation.  

 

In addition, the Teaching Parish Program follows closely the goals of the Program for Priestly Formation 

(PPF 239). These goals are:  

• To train seminarians in the skills they need for effective public ministry. 

• To help seminarians cultivate their personal qualities and strengths. 

II. Recommended Parish Ministry Focus 
The following pages present a general guideline that offers correlating topics and subject matter to each 

year of study. The seminarian is invited to pursue and participate in those areas as is appropriate and 

available within the parish community.  The seminarian has the responsibility to discuss and discern with 

the Pastor and the Parish Committee how to best identify and involve himself with these various 

components over the course of his time in the teaching parish.  
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The Seminarian Practices a Ministry of Presence (Suggestions) 

Task: Greets people before and after Mass  

● Learns to engage and show presence before, during and after Sunday Liturgies 
● Demonstrates social skills in various settings, both social and liturgical 
● Discusses with the Pastor further opportunities to increase social skills in informal settings 
● Required Mass rotation throughout the weekends when present for the Teaching Parish Sundays 
● Learns to be visible to all different parts of the community as a seminarian 

Task: Attends Parish Functions  

● Demonstrates appropriate etiquette and begins to present himself as a public figure at the parish 
events. Remember, that you are not associate pastor of the Parish, or next to him in hierarchy. 
Humbly learn and appreciate.  

● Discusses with the Pastor how to build a sense of community 
● Discusses with the Pastor and Parish Committee – the Mission, purpose and functions of the various 

parish groups 

Task: Visits schools, Religious Education 

● Visits classrooms, engages in discussions with students in Religious Education and the Parish 
Catholic school if available and possible 

● Visits with the principal and director of religious education as appropriate to discuss the dynamics of 
the parish religious instruction 

● Looks for opportunities to meet the school children, if not available to attend the regular school day 
at the parish 

● Discusses with the Pastor various dynamics of families, religious education and the school that are 
unique to the parish 

● Looks for opportunities to engage school families and parents, as well as religious education families 
and parents 

Task: Leads devotional practices (e.g. Rosary, Stations of the Cross)  

● Discerns with the Pastor and Parish Committee where there may be a need to lead devotional 
practices such as Holy Hour, etc.  

● Demonstrates increased confidence over time as a leader of prayer 

 

The Seminarian Teaches the Faith (Suggestions) 

Task: Evangelizes the community and culture  

● Demonstrates ability to interpret and share Catholic Tradition accurately but in a way accessible to 
the cultural context 

● Discusses and discerns with the Pastor the best approaches for evangelization for the community 
● Shares with the Parish Committee his experiences within the community 
● Learns from the Parish Committee some of the history and areas for growth in the various parts of 

parish culture 

Task: Models Living witness of the Gospel  

● Demonstrates a commitment to a chaste way of life. Lives according to the Gospel values on the 
seminary campus and in the parish 
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● A seminarian may give a witness talk to youth or to young families on his vocational choice and on 
his vocation to chastity 

Task: Implements RCIA Process and Prepares People for Sacraments  

● Works with the Pastor and Parish staff to identify and begin to engage with families / individuals 
preparing to enter the Church   

● Reflects on the movement of the Holy Spirit in their lives  
● Discusses with the Parish Committee any joys or struggles in preparing individuals for the 

sacraments  
● Invites the Parish Committee to reflect on their own sacramental journey 
● May invite people to conversion through word and action  

Task: Participates in Adults Faith Formation, Catechizes youth and children. May work in 

the Rites for Initiation of children and adults   

● Speaks with the Parish Committee regarding their work, both joys and challenges in various areas in 
catechesis  

● Works in collaboration with Pastor and Staff to identify catechetical needs of the community  
● Assists with implementation of a catechesis and is open to questions of the faith as a person 

committed to evangelization  
● Can recommend some age appropriate resources when possible, such as the Catechism of the 

Catholic Church, and other documents as needed  
● Is able to resource and research to use various means of media for evangelization  

 

The Seminarian Provides Pastoral Care and Spiritual Guidance (Suggestions) 

Tasks: Visits the sick and others in need, and counsels’ parishioners  

● Avails himself to those who are sick and suffering in the parish community  
● Discerns with the Pastor and Parish Committee opportunities to reach out to those most in need in 

the parish  
● Collaborates and cooperates with the Pastor, staff, Parish Committee to identify and assist those in 

need of Pastoral care  
● Comforts those in need with prayer, presence, and listening 
● Speaks with the Parish Committee on their various experiences in Pastoral care  
● Discusses with the Parish Committee any of their personal experiences of having needed Pastoral 

care to gain an understanding of what one experiences in the midst of suffering and struggles   
 

Tasks: Engages in social / community services and develops multicultural sensitivity  

● Responds compassionately in difficult situations.  Seeks guidance from the Pastor in complex 
dynamics  

● Responds with compassion and openness to families and individuals from different cultural contexts 
and works to be open and identify the movement of grace in individuals’ lives  

● Speaks with the Parish Committee to identify various dynamics and challenges over the course of 
the parish history 
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The Seminarian Engages with Diverse Publics (Suggestions) 

Task: Promotes community outreach, justice and peace programs, shelter organizations, 

etc.  

● Seeks opportunities for ministry and Pastoral care in a social justice context  
● Has resources as needed for referrals  
● Responds compassionately and participates as available  
● Immerses himself as able in social justice opportunities  
● Discusses with the Parish Committee various opportunities available 

Tasks: Builds relationships with diverse cultural groups  

● Seeks to grow in awareness and knowledge of cultural groups in the community 
● Works to establish good communication, foster Pastoral sensitivity and Pastoral engagement in the 

community  

Tasks: Participates in Advocacy groups (Pax Christi, death penalty, immigration reform, 

etc.)  

● Seeks opportunities for hands-on experiences and activities in social justice ministry on a yearly 
basis within the parish community  

 

The Seminarian/Deacon Celebrates Liturgy and Sacraments, Teaches the Faith, 

Participates in Parish Administration (Suggestions) 

Tasks: Celebrates liturgy and Sacrament & Teaches the Faith  

 
● Serves as deacon in the parish and demonstrates understanding of the rubrics for Mass, Weddings, 

Baptism, wake services and funerals  
● Collaborates with the Pastor on areas of service  
● Preaches at daily and weekend Masses  
● Cares for those in need in hospitals and nursing homes  
● Works with liturgical ministers, altar servers, etc. as required  

 

Tasks: Participates in the life of the Church and Presbyterate  

 

● Observes meetings of various councils, committees, and groups in the parish  
● Learns more of the systems, processes, and logistics for good parish management  
● Works with and learns how the laity is involved in parish life and ministry as staff volunteers and 

members of different groups  
● Is exposed to parish finance, and parish budget processes  
● Is exposed to parish operations and building / maintenance staff and processes  
● Learns about diocesan policy for managing personnel and how parish administration works  
● Participates in deanery council meetings to the extent possible  
● Continues growth in self-awareness of personal leadership style, collaboration skills, and ability to 

consult with others  
● Shares leadership by delegating responsibility  
● Recognizes the gifts of others in leadership  
● Keeps engaged with personal prayer habits and fellowship opportunities with brother priests  
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III. Recommended Learning Objectives3 
The following pages present a general guideline that offers possible learning objectives during 

TTPP experience. These objectives are related to vocation development, ministry engagement, 

judgment and decision-making, pastoral awareness, and diaconate service.  

OBJECTIVES RELATED TO VOCATION DEVELOPMENT  
1. Recognize the value of receiving 

supervisory feedback.  

a. Constructively participates in Pastor and Parish 

Teaching Committee feedback sessions. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to conduct self-

appraisals and identify key learning events based 

upon learning experiences within the assigned 

ministries. 

2. Recognizes the importance of articulating 

pastoral experiences within the context of 

personal growth.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to integrate pastoral 

learning experiences within the overall context 

of his formation. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to articulate pastoral 

learning in a group setting (face to face or 

virtually). 

3. Recognize the effects of pastoral 

experiences in the deepening of personal 

faith maturity.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to seek and fulfill 

pastoral objectives that are sufficiently 

challenging towards growing in faith maturity. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to develop a mature 

and humble attitude to an assigned ministry. 

4. Recognize the need for taking initiatives 

within one’s capabilities and limitations.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to detect pastoral 

needs within at least one of the assigned 

ministries and offer realistic, value added 

solutions. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to discern cases 

where professional assistance or a referral is 

required. 

5. Recognize the importance of following the 

pastoral learning agreement. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to thoughtfully plan 

and fulfill the agreed upon pastoral learning 

objectives. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to recognize workload 

unbalances and submit recommendations or 

changes if the objectives are unrealistic (too 

easy, too difficult). 

6. Recognize how personal attitudes, values 

and prejudices affect pastoral ministry.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to be available to 

others while maintaining proper boundaries 

when engaged in the assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to identify and 

manage personal biases that may limit pastoral 

effectiveness. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to seek opportunities 

and situations leading to assess progress in 

managing biases. 

7. Recognize that ministry flows from one’s 

gifts and evolving vocational search.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to discern and engage 

in ministry activities that challenge and nurture 

his personal gifts and vocational search.  

b. Demonstrate the ability to articulate the 

effects of pastoral learning within the ongoing 

development of his vocation. 
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OBJECTIVES RELATED TO MINISTRY ENGAGEMENT 
8. Recognize his contribution to the 

implementation of the pastoral planning 

processes within the assigned ministries 

a. Demonstrate the ability to understand and 

relate parish goals and objectives (or mission-

vision) to the assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to engage in using 

special personal talents as a contribution to 

parish activities.  

9. Recognize the processes needed to 

conduct effective meetings. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to plan and manage 

effective meetings and apply consensus seeking 

skills within any of the assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to fulfill task 

commitments and meet deadlines that emerge 

from meetings (procrastination avoidance). 

10. Recognize the value of cooperation and 

collaboration in parish ministry. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to encourage others 

to be creative, resourceful, and engaging in tasks 

that need to be completed within any of the 

assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to recognize that 

sometimes too much competition is a barrier to 

creating a sense of community (polarization). 

11. Recognize fundamentals of 

communicating to large groups. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to use a variety of 

techniques to offer effective presentations to 

ministry groups and large audiences in at least 

one of his assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to use the variety of 

parish communications media as a tool for 

Evangelization. 

12. Recognize the needs of the marginalized 

and the parishes role in providing relief. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to seek and properly 

engage the poor and marginalized within the 

parish boundaries and context and opportunities 

of the assigned ministry. 

13. Recognize needs of social justice, 

especially for the oppressed and 

discriminated. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to properly voice 

injustices and participate in activities that foster 

justice and dignity of the human person within 

the context of the assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to defend the 

marginalized with words and actions consistent 

with Catholic Teaching. 

14. Recognize the importance of offering 

religious instruction as Evangelization. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to offer a variety of 

classroom instruction of religious topics to 

different age groups. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to reach out and 

persuade inactive parishioners or those far or 

fallen from the faith. 

15. Recognize the relevance of forming 

community (communion) activities and 

techniques of the parish. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to exercise effective 

relational skills that enhance forming community 

in at least one of the assigned ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to identify barriers to 

forming community. 

16. Recognize the importance of offering 

religious instruction as Evangelization. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to offer a variety of 

classroom instruction of religious topics to 

different age groups. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to reach out and 

persuade inactive parishioners or those far or 

fallen from the faith. 
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17. Recognize specialized pastoral needs of 

individuals, marriages, families, and parish 

ministry groups. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to minister to 

situations of grief, aging, addiction, divorce, 

family disfunctions, sexual orientation issues, 

and other special cases that may be present in 

the assigned ministry. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to recognize the value 

and engage in ministry beyond the parish 

setting (e.g., prison, hospital, food pantry, etc.) 

18. Recognize the value of faith sharing and 

discernment in ministry setting. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to lead others in faith 

sharing and discernment processes when the 

opportunity arises in any of the assigned 

ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to Evangelize in 

prayer, service, and special interest groups and 

committees. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to instruct persons or 

groups in using discernment practices.  

 

OBJECTIVES RELATED TO JUDGMENT AND DECISION-MAKING 
19. Recognizes the need to maintain harmony 

between parish ministries and seminary 

commitments. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to balance the 

academic, human, spiritual, and ministerial 

workloads while assigned to the parish. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to prioritize between 

parish and seminary community activities. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to plan and perform 

to a parish work schedule with minimal conflicts 

against the Seminary’s calendar of activities. 

20. Recognize pastoral cases are beyond 

one’s current capabilities. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to discern group or 

ministry activity situations where more 

experienced clergy is required. 

b. Demonstrate initiative in exploring new 

possibilities intended to test the boundaries of 

one’s current abilities.  

21. Recognize processes of conflict 

management, problem solving, and decision-

making. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to negotiate, 

diagnose, and formulate solutions to issues than 

emerge within an assigned ministry. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to deal with conflicts 

within and among ministries. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to navigate within the 

ambiguities that emerge in parish life. 

d. Demonstrate the ability to detect and work a 

variety of pastoral situations and resources to 

address diverse moral and ethical situations in 

parish life. 

22. Recognize fundamentals of listening and 

interpersonal communications. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to listen empathically 

and provide appropriate feedback in any of the 

assigned ministry settings. 

23. Recognize the need to maintain 

confidentiality, when required. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to avoid disclosing 

among unconcerned persons any parishioner, 

ministry, or parish sensitive information. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to discern the 

circumstances when the law requires to disclose 

information that may be confidential. 
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OBJECTIVES RELATED TO PASTORAL AWARENESS 
24. Recognize the influence of seminarian 

leadership in parish life. 

a. In the assigned ministry, shows demonstrate 

the ability to recognize, develop, and exercise a 

personal style of ministry leadership that fosters 

team building and mutuality in ministry. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to incorporate 

discernment in the exercise of ministry 

leadership roles.  

25. Recognizes the cycles of parish life and its 

relevance to pastoral practice. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to relate parish 

demographics to increases and decreases of the 

pastoral workload. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to support pastoral 

activities and plans that address contingencies, 

stress, or trauma in parish life (e.g., pastor 

transitions, mergers, closings, etc.) 

26. Value the principles of stewardship 

applied to parish life.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to recognize and 

promote the principles of parish stewardship 

already established within the assigned 

ministries. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to articulate the 

connection between parish stewardship 

objectives and seminary support. 

27. Recognize the contributions of parish 

employment management and human 

resources (Parish Staff) 

a. Demonstrate the ability to cooperate 

seamlessly with parish staff and supporting 

volunteers.  

b. Demonstrate the ability to relate the 

archdiocesan / diocesan employee manual to 

the potential and challenges of pastoral ministry. 

c. Relate and embody the archdiocesan 

/diocesan guidelines to protect the vulnerable. 

28. Recognize the value of prayer and 

reflection in dealing with parish life. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to engage self and 

others in prayer and reflection, individually and 

in group ministry. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to take the initiative 

to offer introductory reflections and pray at the 

beginning or end of ministry meetings attended. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to participate with 

reverence in assigned liturgies. 

29. Recognize the evolving roles, leadership, 

and responsibilities of the laity. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to work with a 

diversity of lay roles and responsibilities in 

ministry, liturgies, and sacramental preparation. 

30. Recognize a variety of institutions and 

organizations supportive of parish life. 

a. Familiarization with local non-profit and 

government programs designed to support 

parishioner needs. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to access and use a 

variety of parish, seminary, and diocesan 

resources to promote and fulfill goals on 

objectives within any of the assigned ministries. 

31. Recognize needs of social justice, 

especially for the oppressed and 

discriminated. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to identify and 

engage in opportunities to assist the 

marginalized within the parish and local 

community. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to actively participate 

in community activities that promote equality for 

ethnicities and the socially oppressed.
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OBJECTIVES RELATED TO DIACONATE SERVICE 
1. Recognize the sacramental and liturgical 

roles of the deacon. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to adequately prepare 

for sacraments and liturgies. 

b. Demonstrate deep reverence in the 

performance of sacramental and liturgical 

functions. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to deliver homilies 

and reflections commensurate with the 

intellectual, emotional, social, and spiritual 

standing of the attendees.  

2. Recognizes pastoral leadership as a key 

dimension of the path towards priesthood. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to recognize, develop, 

and exercise a personal style of pastoral 

leadership that fosters mutuality and a sense of 

community. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to assume leadership 

roles within complex pastoral situations within 

assigned ministries. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to recognize the value 

and engage in ministry beyond just the parish 

setting (e.g., prison, hospital, food pantry, etc.). 

d. Demonstrate the ability to perceive, suggest, 

and implement improvements in the quality of 

pastoral competencies within the parish setting. 

3. Recognize the relevance of pastoral 

sensitivity as an ordained minister.  

a. Demonstrate the ability to express love and 

care when providing comfort to those that are 

hurting and in need. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to empathize with the 

variety of attendee moods before and after 

sacraments and liturgies (e.g., weddings, 

funerals, baptisms). 

c. Demonstrate the ability to resist speaking or 

saying something profound with an expectation 

of eliminating grief by his insight. 

d. Demonstrate the ability to discern situations 

where more experienced clergy is required. 

e. Demonstrate an attitude of unity and 

fellowship when sharing with individuals and 

communities of other faiths (inter-religious).  

4. Recognize the significance of continued 

personal growth as an ordained minister. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to discern and engage 

in pastoral and liturgical activities that challenge 

and nurture personal gifts and vocational path. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to continue to make 

discoveries along the dimensions of formation 

into his life and ministry. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to integrate pastoral 

learning experiences within the overall context 

of next steps in the growth of his vocational 

awareness. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to articulate the 

implications of ongoing pastoral learning in a 

group setting (face to face or virtually). 

5. Recognize evangelization as a 

quintessential activity of the diaconate 

experience. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to Evangelize in 

prayer, service, and within special interest 

groups and committees. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to offer a variety of 

classroom instruction on religious topics to 

different age and cultural groups. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to identify and engage 

in opportunities to assist the marginalized within 

the parish and local community. 

d. Demonstrate the ability to carry out pastoral 

work collaboratively with others and appreciate 

the different charisms and vocations within the 

Church. 

e. Demonstrate the ability to actively participate 

in community activities that promote equality for 
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cultural differences, ethnicities, and the socially 

oppressed. 

6. Recognizes the need to maintain harmony 

between parish support and seminary 

commitments. 

a. Demonstrate the ability to balance the 

academic, human, spiritual, and ministerial 

workloads while supporting the parish. 

b. Demonstrate the ability to prioritize between 

parish and seminary community activities. 

c. Demonstrate the ability to plan and perform 

to a parish work schedule with minimal conflicts 

against the Seminary’s calendar of activities. 

 

IV. Learning Agreement Details 
• Each year, in the Fall Semester, seminarians create a Learning Agreement with their Pastor based 

on the expectations for their year in formation.  This document should record the concrete 

ministry involvement, along with times and days, to the best of his ability.  For example, don’t 

simply write, “Teach first grade.”  Rather, “I will teach the first graders in the religious education 

program each Saturday from 9:00 – 10:30am.”  You are need to have an established, detailed plan 

with your Pastor from beginning of the year. This document should be discussed with your 

Formation Advisor and should be shared with your Parish Committee as well so they can see 

where your focus will be for the year. The document will be turned in electronically.  

• This document should also record the Learning Objectives for the year that the seminarian 

hopes to accomplish over the next year.  For example, a seminarian might list as one of his goals, 

“To become more confident speaking in front of crowds.”  These goals should be shared with the 

Parish Committee in the course of their meetings together.  

• Finally, seminarians record their social justice or pro-life commitment on this form as well.  This 

is an one-time engagement to take place at some point throughout the year in the parish setting 

or outside if the Parish doesn’t provide this opportunity.  

• Both the seminarian and the Pastor (or his delegate) work on this document together and then 

agree on it.  It is the seminarian’s responsibility to discuss the learning agreement with his 

Formation Advisor before turning it in.  Then the seminarian submits it electronically, keeping a 

copy for himself and forwarding it to his TTPP pastor.  Any other adjustments to the learning 

agreement should be made in consultation with the Pastor, Teaching Parish Office, and the 

Formation Advisor. 

• In addition, the Seminarian is to discuss the format for the Pastor Mentor meetings at the 

time of the Learning Agreement.  Seminarians are expected to have two formal mentoring 

meetings with the Pastor during the course of the semester.   

 

V. Teaching Parish Committee 
The Teaching Parish Committee is formed under the supervision of the Pastor in the Teaching Parish.  The 

committee assists in providing information on the various ministries (areas of need) and acts as the “ear to 

the ground” for the seminarian to begin to build parish relationships4. As the Parish Committee is not an 

evaluative body, the committee provides a comfortable, confidential setting. The model and the dynamic 

of the Parish Committee is one of respectful and confidential dialogue.  It is a place for a seminarian to 

learn to build Pastoral relationships that will help form him into becoming a compassionate parish priest. 
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The committees may offer the seminarian different perspectives on issues affecting their family lives and 

their parish lives.  Openness to discussing even difficult topics that are relevant in our world today is 

critical.   

Ongoing Development and Formation of the Parish Committee 

As the Pastor selects parishioners for the Parish Committee that address the diverse needs of the parish, 

the contact information for the committee is gathered and is sent to the Teaching Parish Office.  This 

helps the Teaching Parish Office share communication effectively with events, program development, and 

any formation opportunities for the Parish Committees as they are offered. The Teaching Parish team 

provides orientation and training on the parish site for new parishes.  In addition, the Teaching Parish 

team also offers ongoing formation and communication through social gatherings, newsletters, resources 

located on our seminary website.  Our goal is to increase support and communication with the parishes, 

committees and Pastors in the Teaching Parish program.  

Seminarian Orientation to the Parish Committee 

Seminarians are expected to have their first Parish Committee Meeting in September. Parish Committees 

are aware that they will be getting together with the seminarians.  This initial meeting provides the 

opportunity to set the dates for the first and second semester.  

Seminarians are expected to meet with their Parish Committee two times a semester during the academic 

year.  Any concerns regarding Parish Committee gatherings should be immediately discussed with TTPP 

Pastor and directed to Tolton Teaching Parish Program Office.   

Discussion topics for Teaching Parish Committee Meetings5 
At the outset of each semester, the seminarian should encourage the committee to share any prayer 

requests from the committee.  These should to be written down and placed in the seminarian’s breviary 

and to be offered up daily in prayer.   

Please note: the following are SUGGESTIONS only.  They do not need to be covered in this order and they 

do not need to follow this sequence.  Seminarians are encouraged to dialogue with the Parish Committee 

as to any hopes they have for topics to be discussed as well.  

Teaches the faith – some suggestions for topics to discuss  

• Talk about education / religious education and how it is done in the parish  

• Discuss where the challenges are and where the strengths are in the different areas for sharing 

the faith: youth, young adults, young married couples  

• Many have had conversion stories in their lives, discuss - How has this formed them?  

• Discuss RCIA and the faith stories of those who may have come into the Church in later years  

• Discuss your own vocation stories.  Share where you hope to grow over the next few years  

• Are there challenges in the Parish?  

Provides Pastoral Care and Guidance – some suggestions for topics to discuss  

• Consider a discussion about Pastoral needs of the families or of the parishes   

• A discussion on suffering or grief and loss and growth opportunities 

• Where might they have wished for more Pastoral care in the parish?  

• Discuss experiences of Pastoral care to the sick and the homebound   

Diverse Publics – some suggestions for topics to discuss  

• What does outreach look like? What is the Parish Committees experience of outreach?  
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• Where is there a need for greater outreach?  

• What does Ecumenism and opportunities for ecumenical outreach look like?  

• What are the experiences of your Parish Committee in this area?  

• What is a topic on ecumenism that can be discussed?  

• What is a topic of social concern, social justice, Catholic Social Teaching be discussed?  

• What are social topics of the culture that profoundly impact the lives of the parishioners in the 

parish?  

• Where is the need for prayer and action regarding these issues?   

Celebrating Liturgy; Parish Operations and Administration – some suggestions for topics to discuss  

• Learn about expectations from the Parish Committee and the Pastor about the various 

organizations of the parish.  For example, ask for homily critiquing weekday and weekend: not 

just content but self-expression, tone, body language, etc.  

• Discuss administration, parish operations, parish council, growth and challenges etc. to gain 

insight from the committees  

• Be proactive with the Pastor regarding attending Parish Council Meetings, Finance Council 

meetings, planning meetings as the schedule allows. If you have to miss a community activity at 

the seminary, speak with your formation advisor. 

 

VI. Accountability  

Time Commitment 
➢ Seminarians are expected to spend as much time as they can in the Teaching Parish Program 

each semester. All time spent in preparation for Ministerial and supervisory activities are included 

in these hours.   

➢ Travel time is NOT included.   

➢ Sunday Mass is also NOT included unless you’ve been preaching during it. 

➢ Seminarians may find it necessary to go on additional days or times as discerned with the Parish 

Committee and the Pastor. Each Parish is unique and offers opportunities on different days.  

Seminarians are encouraged to consider using Wednesday’s nights for Parish Ministry when 

possible, in addition to Sundays for Mass attendance.  You may use other days when your campus 

schedule allows.  

➢ Required to have a calendared Ministry Commitment on appropriate days as determined by the 

parish and your personal / Mundelein calendar.  (RE, Youth Group, Formation for Adult Ed., RCIA, 

etc.)  

➢ Required: two Mentoring Pastor Sessions per semester. 

➢ Required:  two Parish Committee meetings per semester with the dates set in advance. 

Expectations from Transitional Deacons During Fourth Theology:  
1. As part of the Teaching Parish Program, deacons focus primarily on liturgical ministry and 

preaching in their parishes.  

2. As noted above, transitional deacons in Fourth Theology are expected to be present in their 

parishes every Saturday or Sunday.  

3. Many Pastors will also make a room in the rectory available to deacons to use, if they wish to stay 

overnight during the weekend.  
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4. Deacons are expected to preach and assist at parish liturgies and celebrate the appropriate 

sacraments at the request of the Pastor. 

5. The necessary faculties to minister as a deacon in the Archdiocese of Chicago are obtained by the 

seminary on the deacon’s behalf. Each deacon is to receive a stipend of $75 from his parish for 

each weekend that he is present there for ministry. This stipend is considered to cover the 

deacon’s travel expenses; thus, he is not to complete the mileage reimbursement form for the 

seminary (the activity log still applies.) Those Fourth Theologians not ordained transitional 

deacons are to discuss an alternative plan for ministry with their Pastors. 

6. If this stipend is a hardship for the Parish – please contact the Tolton Teaching Parish Office 

immediately.  We will work to accommodate parishes in this area.  

7. The deacon may not miss any classes on any day due to parish commitments. All deacons should 

take personal responsibility for their schedule both in the parish and at the seminary.   

S.T.L. / JCL Students: 
1. Those seminarians who are engaged in full-time S.T.L. or JCL studies have a more intense 

academic workload than other students. Therefore, it is understood that they will spend less time 

in parish ministry than their non-STL/JCL classmates.  

2. Deacons enrolled in the STL or JCL program may restrict their parish involvement to liturgical 

service and preaching on weekends. It is imperative that the Deacon communicate these 

expectations with the Pastor in advance.   

3. The Pastor needs to know the reduced expectations for studies.  An appropriate benchmark 

for these men would be to assist at two Masses each weekend, or perhaps one Mass and then to 

preside at Baptism. 

Mileage/Transportation Log 
All seminarians are responsible for keeping track for the expenses associated with their transportation to 

the parish.  These expenses are reimbursed by the seminary twice per semester, at mid-term and at 

the end of the term.  Completed mileage logs returned to Teaching Parish office. 

a) Seminarians who drive their own cars:  

i) record the mileage on the log sheet for all trips to and from the parish.  These trips are 

reimbursed and the cost per mile is updated annually.  

ii) Seminarians who will be using the Illinois tollway are to buy an I-Pass device for their cars.  

The I-Pass is the system of electronic toll payment in the State of Illinois.  

iii) Those who fail to use this system are required to pay a double toll.  Mundelein Seminary will 

only reimburse tolls at the discounted (i.e. I-Pass) rate.   

iv) These devices are inexpensive and readily available.  Please see www.getipass.com for more 

information. 

b) Seminarians who take public transportation:    

i) Please record their trips and the associated costs on their log sheets and keep all their 

original receipts as well.   

ii) These trips are reimbursed at 100% of the cost. 

c) Seminarians who use vehicles from the seminary motor pool:   

i) Please refill the gas tanks of the borrowed car upon returning it to the seminary.  

ii) Please record the cost of the gas purchase on their log sheet and keep the original receipt.  

They are reimbursed at 100% of the fuel cost.   

iii) Arrangements to borrow a car should be made directly through Marianne Hadden, 

Administrative Assistant for Teaching Parish.  

http://www.getipass.com/
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iv) Car-pooling is also a very good option for seminarians. Check with your seminarian brothers 

to arrange carpooling. 

Evaluations 
Seminarians will receive evaluations, in differing formats, from their Pastors ONLY.  These instruments can 

be helpful means by which the seminarian can grow in self-knowledge.  The Pastor’s evaluation is given to 

the seminarian in full and should be shared in the form of feedback and discussion.  The evaluation is 

then signed by the Pastor and the Seminarian, shared with the Formation Advisor and given to the 

Teaching Parish office.  This document is kept in the log of files for your Teaching Parish work.   

VII. Teams Program Documents: 
The Tolton Teaching Parish Program materials are made available to seminarians electronically through 

Teams. Seminarians are to log in with their seminary credentials and choose “Files” from the list of any 

TTPP related teams.  

 

The following sections include:  

1. TTPP Seminarian Manual.  

2. TTPP Committee Manual. 

3. Learning Agreement Form. The learning agreement is completed each year or semester. The 

learning agreement can also be modified throughout the semester, should an obligation need to 

be adjusted.  

4. Parish Profile Sample. The Seminarians are encouraged to use this form for discussion with the 

Parish Committee at the beginning of the year.  

5. Activity & Meeting Log if you want to use it. 

6. Mileage/Transportation Log. This form is used for the reimbursement of travel expenses 

associated with TTPP.  

7. Evaluations/Feedback forms for Pastors. The seminarian will receive an annual evaluation from 

his Pastor. It is strongly recommended that the Pastor sit with the seminarian to review the 

evaluation / feedback form.  This evaluation can be a helpful means by which the seminarian can 

grow in self-knowledge. The Parish Committee no longer evaluates the seminarian. 

VIII. Stipends / donations / gifts  
1. Teaching Parishes are not to provide stipends to seminarians for their services in the parish. 

Seminarians are also not permitted to solicit stipends or financial support in any way from the 

parish or from parish groups. Seminarians receive financial support from their respective dioceses 

and reimbursement for their travel expenses to and from their Teaching Parish Assignments from 

Mundelein Seminary.  

2. Parish Committees are also instructed to please not offer financial support to individual 

seminarians.  While the generosity to support a seminarian is truly appreciated, not all parishes 

can provide equal support.  Therefore, any gifts given to seminarians over the total amount 

of $25.00 will be reported to Teaching Parish Office.  If you have any questions, please contact 

Tolton Teaching Parish Program Office.  

3. A separate provision is made for deacons (see Deacon Particulars above). Should a parish, Pastor, 

or parishioner wish to support a seminarian, we recommend that they choose to make a donation 

to the Tolton Teaching Parish Program Fund, please contact TTPP Office.  
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IX. Appearance and Dress  
1. In general, when seminarians are at their Teaching Parish, they should wear black clerical attire 

along with their Teaching Parish nametag. This especially applies for moments when they are 

engaged in ministry or are present at Mass. The purpose of clerical attire is so that the 

parishioners will be able to identify the seminarians. From the seminarian’s perspective, 

clerical attire is a way to embrace simplicity of life as well as to show oneself available for service 

to others. Seminarians will use their best judgment in determining when to wear a black suit 

jacket along with their clerics to more formal parish occasions.  

2. Please wear your name badge with your Clerical attire for the parishioners. With the exception of 

habited religious, the use of the cassock is reserved for liturgical functions. Overall, maintain a 

professional standard of appearance. 

3. At times, it will not be appropriate to wear clerical attire. This would be the case if the seminarians 

are involved in a service project that requires painting, etc., for example. Seminarians should bring 

any difficulties regarding the use of clerical attire to the attention of their respective Formation 

Advisor or they may check with the Teaching Parish Office.  

X. Communication and Calendars  
1. In parish life, communication is key. Seminarians are expected to keep in close communication 

with their Pastors, committee chairpersons, and other staff members with whom they will 

collaborate in the parish.  

2. Seminarians should use their official usml.edu email account for all communications with 

their parishes. Seminarians’ mobile phones or landlines are also appropriate ways to communicate 

with their parishes. Seminarians should take care to get the best phone number for their Pastors 

and add it to their contacts list.  

3. They should do the same with the chairperson of their Parish Committee and any other parish 

staff members with whom they regularly collaborate. Seminarians must also take care to use 

calendars – whether they be electronic (on the phone/tablet) or in a paper form.  

4. In the parish context, there are many obligations for the Teaching Parish Program.  This includes: 

mentoring meetings with the Pastor, Parish Committee meetings, ministry assignments, Sunday 

Masses, liturgical obligations, etc. If a man is not able to make a commitment, he is to take 

care to inform the other party with plenty of time. (With the exception of true emergencies).  

Therefore, we are asking that all known obligations that conflict with the Teaching Parish calendar 

be communicated to the Parish Committee and the Pastor at the start of the academic year.  

Arrangements should be made in advance to make up this missed weekend or opportunity.  If 

there is an unplanned event, there must be two weeks’ notice minimum for a planned absence 

from the parish. Last minute cancellations create difficulties for Pastors and parishes. Please be 

respectful of their time and their many obligations.  

5. It is good practice to work together as a group of seminarians assigned to the same parish, 

helping each other and substituting if needed. 

6. Seminarians are also asked to review the following policy of the Archdiocese of Chicago regarding 

electronic communication with minors. (See Appendix)  
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XI. Professional and Ministerial Boundaries 
1. As public representatives of the Catholic Church, their respective dioceses, and Mundelein 

Seminary, seminarians involved in the Teaching Parish Program are expected to observe 

professional standards of conduct and boundaries.  

2. Seminarians should be attentive to their professional and ministerial boundaries in the course of 

their presence to and ministry within their Teaching Parishes. Should a man have questions about 

what appropriate boundaries are, especially in different cultural contexts, he should consult with 

his formation advisor and spiritual director.  

Safe Environment and Child Protection  

Seminarians participating in the Teaching Parish Program are required to observe the norms for the 

protection of children, youth, and vulnerable adults as described by the United States Conference of 

Catholic Bishops (USCCB), the Archdiocese of Chicago Office for the Protection of Children & Youth, and 

the State of Illinois. Mundelein Seminary has an office of Safe Environment. All seminarians go through 

Virtus training and must keep up with all the required documentation. Under NO circumstance is any 

seminarian allowed to go to the TPP parish ministry if he has not complied with The Office for the 

Protection of Children & Youth. The TTPP office will verify the compliance of all seminarians with Sister 

Judith Anne Haase, OP, before any seminarian is sent for parish ministry. 

Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect to the State of Illinois:  

1. Call 911 if a child is in immediate danger or has been injured. 

2. In the State of Illinois, by law, seminarians are mandated reporters. All reports of known or 

suspected child abuse and/or neglect should be reported in 24 h to the Department of Children 

and Family Services 1.800.252.2873 or 217.524.2606 Outside of Illinois. After calling the DCFS, 

inform the Pastor and your immediate supervisor.  

3. Seminarians are taught how to identify possible signs of neglect or abuse. Helpful information is 

also found on:  www.illinois.gov/dcfs/Pages/default.aspx.  

4. If child sexual abuse is reported to DCFS with an allegation against a cleric, employee or 

volunteer, you are also required to notify the Archdiocese of Chicago Office for Child Abuse 

Investigations and Review at 312.534.5205.  

After reporting to State of Illinois: 

1. After a report is made, the seminarian should inform the Dean of Formation of Mundelein 

Seminary, Fr. Maina Waithaka. 

Appendix  
Guidelines for Communicating Electronically with Minors (June 2011, updated May 2020)  

1. All decisions related to the means used to communicate electronically with minors should be 

made by a Pastor rather than an individual employee or volunteer, prior to the use of any tools.  

2. All communication must conform to Archdiocesan Safe Environment Training and the Code of 

Conduct. Communication that violates the Code of Conduct will not be tolerated, regardless of 

the medium used to convey it. Except in extraordinary circumstances, all communications 

between adults and minors should take place between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. This 

includes the posting of content to websites and social networking sites.  

http://www.illinois.gov/dcfs/Pages/default.aspx
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3. Do not contact minors using a personal email address. Only official Archdiocesan or parish 

accounts should be used for communication. Always copy parents and your supervisor on emails 

sent to minors. In the case of certain minors (i.e., elementary school and middle school students), 

only email parents and copy your supervisor. Before communicating with minors electronically, 

obtain written permission from parents to do so.  

4. Do not collect email address and phone numbers from a minor. 

5. Except in cases of emergency, do not call minors directly (e.g., on a minor’s cellular phone). 

Instead, call parents’ or family lines. Except in extraordinary circumstances, do not share your 

personal cell phone number with minors.  

6. Do not communicate with minors individually via text message, No instant messaging. 

7. When communicating with a minor, write or speak as if you are also communicating with their 

parents; the boundaries that must be respected in oral communication extend to electronic 

communication. 

8. Do not add a minor to personal electronic mailing lists (e.g., when sending or forwarding an email 

unrelated to educational or ministry-based activities). If you receive an inappropriate personal 

communication from a minor (especially a communication that is sexual in nature), keep a copy of 

the message and report it to your Pastor and supervisor of your ministry (RE Director, Youth 

Minister, etc.). If Pastor not present report to your immediate supervisor and then upon return to 

the seminary to TTPP Office and your Formation Advisor.  

9. If a parish or school has a group or organization page used strictly for education or ministry 

related communication, a seminarian may use it only with Direct permission from the Pastor 

These accounts must be registered to the school or parish, and the Pastor should have access to 

the passwords. If registered to individuals within an organization, DO NOT use them.  

10. If a minor seeks association with your personal social networking page or account, you should 

refuse or ignore the minor’s request (e.g., you should ignore the “friend request,” and not become 

“friends” with the minor). Do not post pictures of minors without first obtaining a signed written 

release from the minor’s parent(s) or guardian(s). Do not “tag” pictures of minors.   
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